Boyce (Rapides Parish) is against the wishes of a majority of the old residents of the town. The name was justifying the fact that the Boyce. The Louisiana of Highways. Tying in with the Municipal Review reports in an summary article, a new street lighting system, the magazine reports. All sidewalks are being refinished and repaired at no additional cost to taxpayers. The "family" of 1,100 citizens has compiled an amazing record which gives it a per capita level of progress that can compare with the best of municipalities anywhere, according to the latest issue of the Louisiana Municipal Review. The "Louisiana Lady" for the month of April is Mrs. Sue Fogleman Ingram, as Astute handling of town finances has resulted in the call of $3 bonds well ahead of 1918, the A drainage improvement project being carried out with help from the State Department of Public Works is the biggest project under way. Four miles of streets have recently been blacktopped, this too with state cooperation. The Louisiana of Highways. Tying in with the Municipal Review reports in an summary article, a new street lighting system, the magazine reports. All sidewalks are being refinished and repaired at no additional cost to taxpayers. The "family" of 1,100 citizens has compiled an amazing record which gives it a per capita level of progress that can compare with the best of municipalities anywhere, according to the latest issue of the Louisiana Municipal Review. The "Louisiana Lady" for the month of April is Mrs. Sue Fogleman Ingram, as Astute handling of town finances has resulted in the call of $3 bonds well ahead of 1918, the A drainage improvement project being carried out with help from the State Department of Public Works is the biggest project under way. Four miles of streets have recently been blacktopped, this too with state cooperation. The Louisiana of Highways. Tying in with the Municipal Review reports in an summary article, a new street lighting system, the magazine reports. All sidewalks are being refinished and repaired at no additional cost to taxpayers. The "family" of 1,100 citizens has compiled an amazing record which gives it a per capita level of progress that can compare with the best of municipalities anywhere, according to the latest issue of the Louisiana Municipal Review. The "Louisiana Lady" for the month of April is Mrs. Sue Fogleman Ingram, as Astute handling of town finances has resulted in the call of $3 bonds well ahead of 1918, the A drainage improvement project being carried out with help from the State Department of Public Works is the biggest project under way. Four miles of streets have recently been blacktopped, this too with state cooperation.